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After reading your comment, I would like to say that Twenty One Pilots are a
Christian band! A group of guys who love to play music and they keep on writing
songs and putting them into the lastest album. This band is not a Christian band,

rather a band with Christian messages! First off to everyone who is arguing with me
here. I dont care who you are. And because this is my website I will address

everyone here. First off, "Twenty One Pilots are a christian band.". The amount of
bigoted comments in this thread really show the kind of people you must be if you

say that. Just like how 1% of the US population is KKK. F**K YOU. when they
announce the amount of kids that are actually attending their concerts, I dont know

how they measure. I wish they would. It is always interesting to me to see the
diverse audience at their shows. I love listening to the background vocals. Most

people are singing and I hear kids screaming. I always find it fun to listen to. I have
seen twenty one pilots a number of times and each time I went home, there was

some amazing experience. I wish some of the people at the shows could have met
Tyler and Josh. They are great guys and also great role models to young musicians.
I wouldnt say they are everything to everyone. But I would say they are probably
very aware of what they have going on in this world. Theyve recently proclaimed

they are getting married. Its no secret to anyone who hears their music. They have
been very upfront about being Christians. They have a very clear and consistent
message they use that might be a little hard to understand at first. But, what I
believe sets twenty one pilots apart from most Christian bands (even from the

Christians themselves) are the slightly edgy lyrics. At times, you will hear certain
words in their lyrics that dont seem to make sense in the context that the lyrics are

placed in. The band seems very focused on overcoming what might seem to be
some insurmountable obstacles. It is almost as if they are addressing and warning
us from leaving the Christian lifestyle and the Christian church. That is not to say

you have to be christian to enjoy their music. The following is a list of lyrics from the
band. All lyrics are listed (with spaces between each and marked with a [ ]) and are
in the chronological order they appear in the album. These are either warning us, or

ourselves. What you may do or someone you know has done or will do. Or just a
downright mean kinda song for sure.
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The subject matter of
the song Vessel is very
different from Twenty

One Pilots other songs.
The song focuses on the

subject of suicide and
deals with people who

decide to take their life.
Tyler and Josh talk about
the lyrics from the song

and how it impacted
some of the people they
played to. This was the

first time that Tyler,
Josh, and William played
the song in front of fans,
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and they were honored
by people who took their

life and also by those
who just needed to hear

this song. They have
made an impact on

many lives. Twenty One
Pilots, Tyler, Josh, and
William have a very

special gift. People can
write songs and sing
them all day. It takes

much more than that to
make a difference in
other peoples lives. I
think that the track

Vessel will have a major
impact on Tyler, Joshua,

and William and this
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song was written to help
other people who need

an outlet. They are
hoping to be able to
reach out to other

people that are going
through or may be going
through the same thing
they have experienced

in life. I think my favorite
part of Vessel is the lyric
"I can tell you, I pray to

Jesus every time Im
about to act up," that

my friend told me
himself. Tyler and Josh
really do get it! They

understand what it feels
like when we are about
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to act up, and they know
what Jesus has done for
me. I am having a little
sadness right now, and I
know that Jesus will take
it away. He promised to
me and I want to live my
life being able to thank

him for every single hurt
he has taken away. I am

sure if your son has
prayed to Jesus he will

not end up hurting
himself, because he

knows how much Jesus
loves him. The results of
his prayer will be that he
will be safe, happy, and
at peace. 5ec8ef588b
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